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In light of missing systematic reviews in the literature, the objective of this paper is to present the contemporary knowledge on the molecular biology of vestibular schwannomas (VS), based on a systematic literature search. In addition, current and prospected medical therapy based on molecular biology is addressed. A systematic literature search was conducted using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines. The systematic search was performed in the Pubmed and Embase databases. The following were the words searched: acoustic neuroma/vestibular schwannoma, molecular biology, gene, and microRNA. Specific inclusion and exclusion criteria were determined prior to search. The systematic search rendered 486 articles, ultimately yielding 69 included articles, whereas 35 were from relevant references. The occurrence of at least one mutation in the merlin gene was reported to range between 54% and 76%, whereas the loss of heterozygosity (LOH) corresponding to chromosome 22 occurs in 25% to 83% of sporadic VS. Global gene expression studies indicate that a number of genes other than merlin are at play. No high-level methylation of the merlin gene has been found. Several miRNAs are deregulated in tumor tissue, among others let-7d, miR-221, and miR-21. The acquired knowledge on molecular biology has led to several clinical implementations. Lack of the tumor suppressor merlin plays a principal role in the development of VS. Existing knowledge on the molecular biology has led to the first attempts of targeted medical treatment to prevent tumor growth. Future research is likely to introduce potential imaging markers with prognostic value and new targets for medical therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Vestibular schwannomas (VS) arise from the Schwann cells, sheathing the vestibular branch of the eighth (VIII) cranial nerve. Although these tumors are histologically benign, they may cause hearing loss, tinnitus, and facial palsy, and if growing rapidly to a large size, even brainstem compression and death. VS can occur unilaterally or when associated with neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), bilaterally. The mutual molecular hallmark of both NF2-associated VS and sporadic VS is biallelic inactivation of the merlin gene, also known as the NF2-gene, which is a tumor suppressor located at 22q12 (1). Several genetic and epigenetic aberrations have been shown in sporadic VS, for example, various mutations in the merlin gene, loss of heterozygosity (LOH) on several chromosomes, deregulation of other genes, abnormal microRNA expression pattern, and CpG island methylation. This review summarizes the contemporary molecular biology of sporadic VS via systematic literature searches, as well as addressing current and prospected medical therapy based on molecular biology.

METHOD

Overview of Systematic Literature Review
A systematic literature review was conducted to identify published studies regarding merlin gene mutations, deregulated gene expression, LOH, DNA methylation, and deregulated microRNAs in sporadic VS.
Systematic Search Strategy and Terms
The objective of our search strategy was to identify relevant stud-
ies concerning the molecular biology of sporadic VS. First, Pubmed,
Embase, and the Cochrane Center were searched for previously pub-
lished reviews based on a systematic search of the literature. None
were found. Second, the same sources were searched systematically
for publications on the molecular biology of sporadic/unilateral VS,
using both simple search strings as well as Mesh terms. No limita-
tions besides the inclusion and exclusion criteria were employed. The
search was conducted on October 1, 2017.

The search was performed in accordance with the Preferred Report-
ing Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guide-
lines [2].

Pubmed
• “Neuroma, Acoustic” AND “Genes”
  o 109 hits—36 articles of interest
• MESH (“Neuroma, Acoustic”[Mesh]) AND “Genes”[Mesh]
  o 311 hits—48 articles of interest
• MESH (“Neuroma, Acoustic”[Mesh]) AND “MicroRNAs”
  o 6 hits—5 articles of interest
• MESH (“Neuroma, Acoustic”[Mesh]) AND “Molecular Biolo-
  gy”[Mesh]
  o 13 hits—1 articles of interest

Embase
• Acoustic Neurinoma/ AND Gene/
  o 35 hits—4 articles of interest
• Acoustic Neurinoma/ AND microRNA/
  o 5 hits—2 articles of interest
• Acoustic Neurinoma/ AND Molecular Biology/
  o 7 hits—0 articles of interest

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) analysis performed on unilat-
eral/sporadic VS; (2) analysis on human tissue; (3) published in the
English language.

Exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) not article; (2) not original re-
search; (3) case reports.

Implementation of the Search Strategy and Study Selection
Process
An initial review of the search results was conducted. All the articles
were initially screened for relevance based on their titles and ab-
stracts. Any report not excluded by this process was included for full-
text analysis. The reports were then subjected to full-text analysis,
using the above inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Data Extraction Process
Data were extracted by thorough examination of the included
articles, on information regarding the methods used, tissue an-
alyzed, and results. Articles containing both sporadic VS and NF2
associated VS were evaluated. If the results were divided and a
clear distinction between the two groups was possible, the article
was included.

Five categories were created to describe the molecular biology of
sporadic VS: the merlin gene mutations; LOH; deregulated genes;
DNA methylation; and microRNA.

Risk of Bias
The search and data extraction were intended to be as unbiased as
possible. No attention was given to the author, source, country, or
other distinctive criterion in our initial searches. The inclusion and
exclusion criteria were all defined prior to the search. We received
no outside funding and had no competing interests regarding the
review.

Quality Assessment
All full-text articles reviewed were also informally evaluated on the
quality of materials, methods, and results. No studies were excluded
on the grounds of poor-quality methods or due to non-substantiated
results.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION
After a systematic literature search and inclusion/exclusion of papers
based on the above criteria, 33 articles were included in the review.
From these 33 articles, another 35 articles were included from rele-
vant references. A PRISMA diagram displaying the search is shown in
Figure 1. Based on these 68 articles, a synopsis on the contemporary
knowledge on the various aspects of the molecular biology of VS is
given below. In addition, current and prospected medical therapy
based on molecular biology is addressed. A meta-analysis was not
possible due to the heterogeneity of methodology in the study re-
ports.

The Merlin Gene
The protein merlin is a tumor suppressor encoded by a gene locat-
ed at the chromosome 22q12.2. Silencing of the merlin gene is the

Figure 1. A PRISMA flowchart demonstrating the search methodology
The possible loss of expression of p21 in sVS has been shown [10]. In addition, merlin exerts inhibitory effects on multiple mitogenic signaling pathways. The loss of functional merlin on the other hand also activates many signaling pathways. The contribution of these pathways to tumor pathogenesis and maintenance is, however, not fully understood [8, 11].

Merlin Gene Mutations
In NF2-associated VS, one of the germline merlin alleles is inactivated, and the development of NF2-associated VS therefore only calls for an additional mutation, allelic loss, or silencing of the other allele [12]. In sVS, however, somatic bi-allelic merlin gene inactivation seems to be necessary for the formation of the tumor [13].

Mutations of the merlin gene consist of insertions, deletions, and single-base substitutions resulting in frameshifts and nonsense mutations [14, 15]. The occurrence of at least one mutation in the merlin gene coding sequence has been reported to range between 54% and 76% [13-23]. The consequence of a mutation is mainly the synthesis of truncated proteins (75%-93%) [14, 18]. In the studies by Torres-Martin et al. [18] and Bian et al. [17], the majority of the mutations occurred in the first half of the 17 exons in the merlin gene. Welling et al. [18] found another mutational distribution, as all mutations occurred in the exon 4–6 in the NF2-associated tumors, and nine of ten mutations occurred in exon 7–11 in sVS, which is supported by the findings of Jacoby et al. [22]. Chen et al. [24] found a higher percentage of the NF2 mutations in young patients (age under 20) with 66.7% of 12 patients compared to 34.5% of 145 adult patients. All mutations in young patients were truncated mutations. This may indicate that NF2 mutations may play a role in the formation of early sVS formation; however, the data sample was rather small, and the conclusion is that further research is needed.

Reported differences may be due to the selection bias and variable methodology. However, as mutation(s) are not occurring in almost all cases, other factors need to be at play for the development and maintenance of a tumor.

Loss of Heterozygosity
LOH is the loss of function of one allele, after the other allele has already been inactivated. Several mechanisms may account for LOH, for example, deletion resulting in a loss of a chromosome segment, mitotic recombination, translocation, and gene conversion.

Early studies showed that only 17% to 22% of sVS had a LOH on chromosome 22, whereas later studies using more sensitive methods report LOH in 25% to 83% [13, 15, 17, 23, 25-35]. The occurring differences may again be due to selected patient materials or differences in unbalanced chromosomal abnormalities versus balanced chromosomal abnormalities. Regardless of variable occurrence, the studies do however confirm that LOH is a frequent feature of sVS, and it is therefore likely to be involved in both tumor development and maintenance.

LOH at other chromosomes may also play a role in tumor pathogenesis. In six of 14 sVS (43%), Dayalan et al. [35] found LOH on chromosome 17p, which among other genes codes for tumor protein 53 (TP53). However, an overexpression of TP53 mRNA and TP53

Merlin is a member of the band 4.1-superfamily of proteins and has some sequence homology with the Ezrin, radixin, and moesin (ERM) family. Because of this sequence homology, it was first assumed that merlin was located and functioned in the cytoskeleton near the plasma membrane, equivalent to the ERM proteins. However, merlin does not contain an actin- (and thus cytoskeleton-) binding motif.

Merlin’s tumor suppressor functionality occurs when the protein is in its closed state. It is involved in a range of signaling pathways and has, as implicated, the ability to change conformation, from an open inactive state to a closed active state. The change of conformation is induced by integrin- and cadherin-mediated adhesions, as demonstrated in Figure 2. An integrin-mediated adhesion activates P21-activated kinase (PAK), which stimulates the conformation change of merlin to an open state, by phosphorylation of merlin at S518, which initiates inactivation and degradation. Conversely, cadherin-mediated adhesion inhibits PAK and thereby phosphorylation of merlin, which leads to an accumulation of the closed, active state in the nucleus [5-7]. When in closed conformation, merlin binds to DCAF1 in the cell nucleus, leading to reduction of cell proliferation through the inhibition of E3 ubiquitin ligase CRL4. The inhibited complex CRL4 DCAF1 plays a role in the signal pathway of merlin

Figure 2. The signal pathway of merlin
protein was seen in all tumors. This phenomenon has been demonstrated in earlier studies of other neoplasms, for example, breast cancer \(^{37}\). However, Monoh et al. \(^{38}\) found neither mutations nor LOH on chromosome 17p. They concluded that TP53 does not play an important role in the tumorigenesis or maintenance, thus contradicting Dayalan et al. \(^{36}\).

**Deregulation of Other Genes**

Four larger studies have explored global gene deregulation in VS, whereas other studies have focused on specific, selected genes \(^{16, 19, 39-50}\). Different techniques have been used and only a few common findings exist between these studies.

Welling et al. \(^{39}\) pioneered, Caye-Thomasen et al. \(^{40}\) followed, and later Aarhus et al. \(^{44}\) and Torres et al. \(^{17}\) joined in analyzing the global gene expression in VS. They all used cDNA microarrays, although platforms, number of tumor samples, as well as number and type of control tissue differed. Welling et al. found the same 42 genes up-regulated in five VS, and eight genes significantly down-regulated in all the seven analyzed VS, compared to control nerve tissue. Five of the up-regulated and one of the down-regulated genes recur in later publications. The findings share similarities with the expression data published by Cayé-Thomasen et al., who included 16 sVS and compared them to three normal vestibular nerves. Seventy-five genes were up-regulated, and three were down-regulated. Eight of the up-regulated genes recur in other publications, whereas none of the down-regulated genes have been found by other authors. The gene Osteonectin/SPARC was found to be up-regulated by Welling et al. \(^{39}\) and Aarhus et al. \(^{44}\), but it was not deregulated in the study of Cayé-Thomasen et al. However, the scavenger receptor stabilin 1, which mediates targets for degradation by Osteonectin/SPARC, was up-regulated.

Aarhus et al. \(^{44}\) conducted the first of the bigger studies to validate their findings with qRT-PCR. Five of the up-regulated and four of the down-regulated genes had also been identified in the other studies. Ingenuity pathway analysis was used to show that ERK was the primary network for the deregulated genes. They also found that the analyzed VS were divided into two groups regarding the mRNA expression. These findings were replicated by Torres-Martin et al. \(^{14}\) who analyzed 28 sVS and compared them to nine various types of control nerve tissue. Torres-Martin et al. also found that the tyrosine-protein kinase Met (cMET) pathway, possibly enhanced by an upstream signaling of SPP1 and CAV1 among others, appears to play a principal role in the formation and preservation of VS. A possible hormonal influence was also discovered, as the androgen receptor was deregulated.

The cMET pathways and the possible cross-talk with VEGF-A was investigated by Dilawi et al. \(^{51}\), who found that both cMET and VEGF-A are significantly overexpressed in sVS compared to non-neoplastic Schwann cells. A knock-down of either VEGF-A or cMET reduced the other, and inhibition of the cMET pathway reduced the proliferation in sVS cells. The cMET pathway must therefore be considered a potential target for therapeutic therapy.

Sass et al. \(^{32}\) pioneered by doing a global gene expression analysis in fast-growing sVS compared to slow-growing sVS using a DNA microarray. Several notable genes were up-regulated in the fast-growing tumors, for example, the erbb2 interacting protein (Erbin), platelet-derived growth factor C, phosphatidlyinositide 3-kinase, actinin alpha 1, and several toll-like receptors. Notable down-regulated genes included the brain specific protein and neural cell adhesion molecule 1. The ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) was performed, and a number of canonical pathways were found to be related to viral infections. This supports the notion that there could be a viral etiology behind the pathogenesis and especially tumor growth of sVS. Functional molecular networks derived from the IPA demonstrated the importance of PI3K for the growth as it was in four of the five top functional molecular networks. The top network, including 23 of the total 109 deregulated genes in the study, found NF–κB and P38 MAPK to be the hubs of the network, and thus involved in several interactions with the deregulated genes. NF–κB inhibits apoptosis and is up-regulated in multiple cancers, whereas P38 MAPK may contribute to VS development and progression through an effect on Schwan cell differentiation. Dilawi et al. \(^{53}\) previously completed the first functional molecular network analysis of sVS in 2015 and found that the same NF–κB was the center hub of their functional molecular network. This indicates that NF–κB is involved not only in the formation, but also the growth rate of sVS. Dilawi et al. also found that cyclin D1, Bcl2 and gene TNF encoding TNF, was overexpressed in sVS compared to control nerve in the same study.

In minor studies regarding the gene expression, the AKT1 gene, Erbb2, Neuregulin 1, and the EGFR-receptor were found up-regulated and the AKT pathway to be active \(^{44, 45, 54}\). The immunoreactivity for EGFR was also found, however, deemed as not important due to low expression levels as well as a small tumor sample \(^{46, 47}\). Cayé-Thomasen et al. \(^{46}\) found a positive correlation between VEGF, VEGFR-1, and tumor growth rate, while Moller et al. \(^{55}\) found a positive correlation between MMP-9 and the tumor growth rate. Seol et al. \(^{43}\) found a down-regulation of p27 in 67% of aggressive VS compared to 20% in non-aggressive tumors. O’Reilly et al. \(^{41}\) found an overexpression of FGFR1 in growing sVS. Hence, VEGF, VEGFR-1, p27, and FGFR1 may play a role in the growth of sVS, and may be potential prognostic markers or therapeutic targets.

The Cyclin D1 expression, HIF-1αfa, Epo, EpoR, and bcl2 expression have also been found in tumor samples, as well as the silencing/hypermethylation of RASSF1A, which is associated with negative cyclin D1 expression. Hung et al. \(^{46}\) found an up-regulation of the L1 cell adhesion molecule, also found in the latter three of the four larger gene expression studies \(^{16, 19, 40}\). Chen et al. \(^{14}\) investigated the difference of Cyclin D1, merlin, phosphorylated merlin, and p53 expression between young patients under 18 and adults, with no significant difference.

De Vries et al. \(^{49}\) analyzed 48 sVS for the 13 most frequent mutations in BRAF, EGFR, PIK3CA, and KRAS. No mutations were found, suggesting that these genes do not play a role in tumor development.

Sirén et al. \(^{42}\) found an overexpression of urokinase plasminogen activator and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) in 13 sVS samples.
They also found up-regulation of the PA-PAI-I complex leading to reduced tPA activity compared to NF2-associated VS. This indicates that sVS may be more prone to hemorrhaging and thrombosis and are less likely to be invasive.

Overall, the studies on deregulated genes in sVS are relatively few, and the different methods/arrays used make comparisons difficult and overall conclusions uncertain. The MET-pathway as well as NF–κB could represent potential targets, as they appear to be principal in the development and preservation of sVS.

**DNA Methylation**

In sVS, the functional merlin is not present, although as many as 40% of the tumors contain an intact wild-type merlin gene. As a number of human cancers have been associated with abnormal methylation of CpG-islands located in the gene promoter regions, several studies have explored aberrant methylation of the merlin gene promoter regions in schwannomas, as a potential explanation for the lack of functional merlin.

Kino et al. [37] showed that a 70-base pair region of the merlin gene contained five CpG-sites playing a role in the transcriptional silencing of the gene. Fourteen of 23 sporadic schwannomas showed CpG-methylation, with an absence of a transcriptional product in eight of the 14 tumors. Gonzalez-Gomez et al. [58] found merlin gene methylation in 19% of 27 sVS. In these studies, there were no correlations with merlin gene mutations or deletions. Chen et al. [24] investigated the phosphorylation of merlin in young patients compared to adult patients and found that patients with phosphorylated merlin (3/12 patients), exhibited larger tumor size than patients with deficient merlin (9/12 patients). Kullar et al. [59] used a more sensitive pyro-sequencing technique and found no high-level methylation in any of 40 sequenced sVS. Again, a possible explanation for conflicting results may be different patient cohorts and differences in sensitivity between the methods used. Kullar et al. used the most sensitive method and did the most comprehensive study including the copy number and mutational status of each tumor. Consequently, hypermethylation of the CpG-islands of the merlin gene is likely to play little or no role in the silencing of the merlin gene.

Methylation of other genes has also been explored. Both Gonzalez-Gomez et al. [58] and Lassaletta et al. [60] examined the methylation status of a number of genes important for tumor development, including the angiogenesis inhibitor THBS1, the DNA repair protein MGMT, the extracellular matrix binding protein TIMP-3, the caspase and thus apoptosis initiator CASP8, and the apoptosis inducer and cell growth inhibitor TP73. Lassaletta et al. [61] also examined methylation of the gene RASSF1A, a tumor suppressor candidate acting downstream of Ras, and found that the methylation status was inversely related to tumor growth. However, methylation status of this particular gene may be related to age, which was also found in these study [62, 63].

In conclusion, methylation of the merlin gene is likely to play little or no role in the development of VS, whereas determination of a potential role of methylation of other genes warrants additional studies.

**MicroRNA**

Two studies have been done on miRNAs in sVS [84, 65]. Cioffi et al. [84] used qRT-PCR and RT-PCR to analyze miR-21 overexpression in eight sporadic VS compared to nine normal vestibular nerves, and five normal greater auricular nerves. They found consistent overexpression of miR-21 and a correlating decrease in PTEN, a known target of miR-21. They also found that anti-miR-21 was related to decreased tumor growth.

Torres-Martín et al. [65] found miR-7 to be up-regulated in their study and has been shown to be deregulated in several other tumors [66, 67]. Torres-Martín et al. [64] analyzed 15 sporadic VS and one NF2-associated schwannoma, comparing with three controls. They found 174 microRNAs to be deregulated, including confirmation of the up-regulation of miR-221, miR-21, miR-29, miR-30a, and miR-138 and the down-regulation of miR-7, miR-638, miR-143, and miR-498. However, let-7d, miR-451, and miR-34a were not deregulated to the extent found in the studies above. They also found up-regulation of hsa-mir-363, which inhibits merlin synthesis post-transcriptionally, and a global up-regulation of a cluster of miRNAs in the chromosomal region of 14q32 that might contribute to the development and maintenance of VS. In addition, a difference was found between the miRNA expression pattern in tumors with specific molecular characteristics, such as mutations in the merlin gene and/or the LOH on chromosome 22q, as compared to tumors without specific molecular characteristics.

**Clinical Implications**

Current treatment options are microsurgical excision, radiotherapy, and watchful waiting. However, due to the growing knowledge on the molecular biology of VS, an increasing number of potential targets for medical therapy are being identified. The PDGF and VEGF are known angiogenetic factors, and several studies have correlated tumor VEGF to either tumor growth or volume, which subsequently spawned the first medical treatment of VS, namely the anti-VEGF antibody Bevacizumab [48, 68-70]. The most recent research in this field have demonstrated that vascular biomarkers from dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI can predict the tumor response to treatment with the VEGF antibody [71]. The PDGF was first considered to be a target for therapy by Altuna et al., and later Ammoun et al. corroborated the potential by the use of a potent PDGF receptor inhibitor [72, 73].

Other therapies have targeted the EGFR/ErbB2, PI3K/AKT, HER-1/EGFR, PAK, and mTORC1, and different degrees of VS shrinkage and hearing improvement have been demonstrated, with some of them still in clinical trials [74-79]. These treatments are tested on both sporadic, as well as NF2-associated VS, with positive results. Dilawi et al. [53] used the NF–κB inhibitor Curcumín on cultures of sVS cells, resulting in a dose-dependent decrease in proliferation.

**CONCLUSION**

This is the first systematic review regarding the molecular biology of sVS, and the first to include studies regarding miRNA. A lack of the tumor suppressor merlin plays a principal role in the development of VS. As the merlin gene mutations are not found in all tumors, deregulation of other genes and, post-transcriptional silencing by miRNA and/or LOH, are likely factors to play a role in tumor patho-
genesis and growth, whereas a role of DNA methylation appears to be unlikely. Existing knowledge on the molecular biology has led to the first attempts of targeted medical treatment to prevent tumor growth. Additional attempts are imminent, and future expansion of our knowledge on the molecular biology of these enigmatic tumors is likely to introduce potential imaging markers with prognostic value and new potential targets for medical therapy.
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